Dear reviewers,

Thanks for your professional directions and comments, I made revisions according to your proposals. These opinions help us improve academic rigor of our article. I hope our work can be improved again, and I would like to show the details as follows:

**Reviewer 1#**

1 Title. Appropriate  
2 Abstract. Appropriate No core tip, please write a core tip according to the journal’s rules  
3 Key Words. Appropriate  
4 Background. Appropriate  
5 Methods Appropriate  
6 Results. No need to mark elevated blood parameters on the tables CT image does not reveal any of the findings in the figure legend, correct the image, and provide better images preferably with contrast medium. Mark the significant findings in the figure. Provide more detailed figure legends. Figure 1 is difficult to read provide a high definition one  
7 Discussion. See above  
8 Illustrations and tables. See above  
9 Biostatistics. N/A  
10 Units. Appropriate  
11 References. After the reference there is a paragraph which I cannot understand what it is. Please explain and correct.  
12 Quality of manuscript organization and presentation. Below average  
13 Research methods and reporting. Appropriate  
14 Ethics statements. N/A

**The author’s answer:** I added the core tip and contrast-enhanced computed tomography, deleted the marks on the table of blood parameters. The last paragraph is the organization of funding, and I have revised this section. Besides, I put the ethics statements on the last part of the paper.

**Reviewer 2#**

It is well written case report abstract is accepted introduction is sufficient case report is well written and adequately explained no statistics nor methods discussion is written well references need to follow journal guidelines and be homogeneous

**The author’s answer:** Thank you very much for your attention and time. I have corrected references according to the journal’s rules. Looking forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,  
Bing Qing OuYang  
23 Apr, 2023  
Shanghai university of Traditional Chinese medicine,  
E-mail: emily961117@163.com